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At the age of two Myla was diagnosed with JIA.   

Our world seemed to be turned upside down.  A 

slight limp in the morning that we thought was from 

our dare devil daughter jumping off the monkey 

bars, turned into very painful mornings of carrying 

Myla for up to 3 hours as she was unable to walk. 

After several visits to GP’s, outpatient clinics and 

ED’s we got the JIA diagnosis.  We consider our-

selves lucky that it only took a short time to get 

there. 

KWANZ’s Young Achiever—MYLA 

What we thought was one bad knee ended up as two 

bad knees that were steroid injected and immediately 

fixed.  We crossed our fingers that this would be the 

end of our journey and hoped she would stay as    

Oligoarticular Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis and    

didn’t extend. 

 

I watched her walk every morning to make sure she 

wasn’t limping, slightly obsessional!  Unfortunately it 

did come back and two knees turned into two sore 

ankles and subsequent injections. 

The next to come was the Uveitis which we 

were warned she would get and that it wasn’t 

a matter of if she would get it but when.  We 

did several rounds of steroid drops that 

cleared it up but it would always come back so 

methotrexate was started and then increased 

and then Humira was on the cards. 

Luckily her eyes have now settled, but  

remains on methotrexate. 

 

Myla has always faced things head on and 

being so young not fully understood what was 

going on with her body.  She loves to swim, 

play tennis, and goes on treks with us on the 

Mangemangeroa walkway.  
 

One of Myla’s main goal is to keep up with her 

sister. 

 

She loves all the activities that the KWANZ 

team put together and Rainbows End is a 

highlight of her year. 

 

We hope that Myla continues to tackle every-

thing thrown her way and continues to inspire 

us every day. 

Please remember every journey is unique to that 
person.  Sharing a personal story is an act of kind-
ness; it lets others know they are not alone. 
   
Please check with your child’s Specialist or GP if this 
article has generated medical questions for you. 

BY KWANZ  Mother— Kelly 


